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The polar pristine regions particularly the
Arctic Ocean “the future Mediterranean” are
economically and trading promising areas.
The routes shorten distances between east
and west, and coasts have surplus of cargo.
The regions need to be regulated for
environmental and safety related issues, as
they are used for international trade.
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New propulsion innovations in mild ice allow
longer navigation periods per year without ice
breakers escort.
The IMO drafts Polar Code to regulate safety
and environment protection related issues.
Both the Arctic and Antarctic were targeted by
the application of the Polar Code.
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Some vague rules need to be clarified in the
draft Code.
e.g.:
◦ A large portion of the Arctic Circle is avoided
 “based on ‘ice-free’ polar waters”

◦ It applies some of MARPOL annexes, (Not III, and
VI).
◦ It shows some communication disabilities in
GMDSS.
◦ It should describe how ships could manage their
ballast waters and TBT free paints, inter alia.

 ISM, STCW should be amended on effect of the Code.
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The research targets to analyze the need to
fully cover the Arctic Circle; it reviews the
Code regulations in order to show some
observations to enlighten readers and
decision makers for better environment and
safety of the Arctic region.
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Maximum extent of Antarctic
area application
Source: IMO Polar Code

Maximum extent of Arctic
Waters Application
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Arctic 8 states:

◦ Canada, Denmark
(Greenland), Russia, USA
(Alaska), Iceland, Norway,
Sweden, and Finland,

}

Only 5 nations i.e.
Russia, Canada,
Denmark, Norway and
USA are having coasts
on the Arctic seas.

Iceland is a coastal state within the Arctic Circle.
Source: Charles M. Perry & Bobby Anderson
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The UN defined the
Arctic as the area north
of the Arctic Circle
(66°32'N)
Jasmin Sinclair includes
Iceland, and northern
coast of Norway in the
Arctic Circle.

Iceland, northern coast line of Norway and Russian coast included in the Arctic
Circle
Source: Jasmin Sinclair, 2014
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Arctic region carries great commercial values
for the
◦
◦
◦
◦

shorter shipping routing between east and west.
minerals,
fishing and
hydrocarbons

 about 6% of the Earth’s surface area, but account for
about 20% of the world’s undiscovered but recoverable
hydrocarbon resources.
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Non-ice class ships are allowed to
sail within the Arctic ocean in
2013;
more than 40% of permissions had
been issued for non-ice class
vessels,
27% of vessels were designed to
operate in Non-Arctic ice
conditions.
Almost half of the ships carried
liquid cargo, carrying more than
67% of their volume capacities for
restricted drafts and their large
size.
Non-ice large size ships in
restricted depths means high
opportunity of accident occurrence
and severe consequences.
Share of vessels with different Ice Classes, which got permission to navigate in
Northern Sea Route waters in 2013
Source: Nataliya Marchenko, 2014
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Large quantities of cargo are shipped:

◦ along the Arctic Routes
◦ To other neighboring countries i.e. EU, Canada and
USA.

}

Iceland is also undergoing pursuit research to
create hub ports for transshipment of cargo.
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In 2010, the cargo turnover was 526 million tons, versus
162 million tons in 1999 (30% up).
Seaports on Baltic and Barents seas took the leading
position in Russian ports cargo turnover,
Murmansk alone handled 25 million tons.
Murmanrsk Shipping Company owned in 2014 more than
300 ships of different types.
Murmansk is good alternative for transatlantic shipping,
due to Panamax size limitations of other ports.
Murmansk monthly volumes varied from around 900,000
tons (February) to around 1.7 million tons (July).
87% of the westwards transit shipments departed from
Murmansk
◦ that shows how high a shipping traffic that need to be covered
within Arctic Circle and Polar Code requirements.
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Rotterdam in 2011 received
most of Russian petroleum
products shipped from the
North with 36% of all vessels,
Amsterdam comes next (17%),
followed by
Houston on the gulf of Mexico
(6%).
About 4 million tons of crude
oil, 3 million tons of gas, 3
million tons of petroleum
products, and 2 million tons of
heavy fuel oil were sent
westwards, from Russian ports
in Barents seas, inter alia.
Structure of freight turnover in the Russian Western Arctic ports in 2010, in
thousand tons
Source: Akvaplan-niva AS & Clients, 2012
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The Norwegian government
has defined 31 ports as
national hubs.
Only 9 of the national hub
ports are located in north
Norway, on the Norwegian
sea.
These ports would be able
to host and develop a
maritime trading
particularly transatlantic.
Especially, Hammerfest is
seen to have the vast
majority of the trade.

Navigation and traffic at hub ports in north Norway
Source: Akvaplan-niva AS & Clients, 2012
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Hammerfest and
Kirkenes are included
in the Arctic Circle.

Full Arctic Circle that contains Murmansk and 9 important Norwegian ports e.g.
Hammerfest
Source: HANS JØRGEN WETLESEN AND ØYSTEIN RØ, 2006
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The Arctic Bridge links
the Russian port of
Murmansk or the
Norwegian port of Narvik
to the Canadian port of
Churchill that could be
used for many types of
trade.
This Bridge increases the
possibility of the avoided
research area use which
escalates probability of
risk in shipping
operation in such region.
The Geography of Transport Systems along the Arctic
Source: Jean-Paul Rodrigue, 2015
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Iceland also has introduced promising
research on hub market, along the Arctic
Bridge.
They have hopes to benefit from the
emerging shipping traffic in the region.
The deep sea passages in East Iceland are
ideal for transatlantic trade.
In Iceland, there are good natural conditions
for hosting large size ships and plenty of land
can be found there for container storage.
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Development in navigation,
steering and propulsion
technologies increased the
probability of the use of the ice
invested waters in shipping
trade.
◦ Ordinary merchant vessels designed
to navigate through only open or ice
free water; they may be fitted with
bulbous bow to reduce water
resistance, increase speed and
decrease fuel consumption and
exhaust emission. On the other
hand, ice breakers are built with
inverted special design bow that can
break ice under weight of breakers,
but in open water they consume
more fuel than traditional ships.

Double acting tanker diagrams and while breaking ice while moving astern
Source: North Meets North, 2006
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Each Arctic country has its own environmental
restrictions, concerns and conflicts, which
may lead to confusion for shipping operators.
We need a unified standard to apply, “the
Code”.
Analysis should be done to different Code
chapters and regulations in order to be
amended to enhance safety and
environmental protection.
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SAFETY MEASURES
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The Code misses putting a proper definition
for the Arctic Circle;
◦ The Arctic Circle should be defined in the Code, as
per the UN definition.
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Chapter one of the Code requires special
polar ship certificate issuance.

◦ Applying the Code requirements on full Arctic Circle
would promote ships safety and protect the
environment,
 however, there might be open water areas (reg. 1.4.2).
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Reg. 3.2.2: structure of ship shall be
designed to resist both global and local loads

◦ Applying this on all ships operating in the full Arctic
Circle, would positively affect the ship’s
performance, safety and hence reduce
environmental threats.
◦ Otherwise, early cracks, stresses and fatigue would
be extreme when dealing with cold water and
especially with ice contact.
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Reg. 8.2.3.1 states vague
thermal protection for persons
that should be properly
regulated.
Reg. 8.2.3.2 mentions about
long period of darkness that
needs special design
equipment and larger battery
life.
Polar special design equipment
and batteries that can
withstand lengthy darkness
periods and delayed SAR.

Normal life buoy light 	
   2 hrs 	
  
Normal life raft light 	
  

12 hrs	
  

Normal life jacket light 	
   8 hrs	
  

Normal
engine 	
  

life

b o a t 24 hrs / 6 kt	
  

◦ To be stated in the LSA Code.

Battery life in survival equipment
Source: As obtained from IMO lifesaving appliances Code
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Reg. 11.1.3: “instability and signal dropouts
can occur at latitudes as low as 70° N/S.”
Reg. 11.1.4: “Non-GMDSS systems may be
available and may be effective for
communication in polar waters”.
◦ Then these systems should be approved by
recognized organization or alike.

}

It is advised to revise the GMDSS particularly
for the Area 4 requirements and equipment.
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Reg. 12 mentions only management level of
deck officers,
◦ no single requirement about the training and
education or even familiarization for other
operation level or engine officers.
◦ Polar ships are perhaps operated by:

 diesel electric engine e.g.: double acting ships or
 nuclear power e.g. ice breaker,

◦ Engine officers as well should be well trained,
educated and receive proper pre-joining
familiarization.

 Under STCW convention and Code, and ISM Code.
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(prevention of pollution)
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Chapter 3 – harmful substances in package
forms - is left blank intentionally –

◦ perhaps there is undergoing work on initiation of
such requirements.

}

Harmful substances in package forms are
also pollutant as per MARPOL Annex III, and
◦ A hint about compulsory application of the IMDG
Code in the Arctic Circle is recommended.
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The Code doesn’t regulate emission control
and there is no ‘left intentionally blank’ note,
which needs clarification.
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The Arctic Routes are not included in SECA
◦ the English Channel and Malacca Strait suffer
emissions of sulphur from ships of about:
 4% of global output, while
 nitrogen oxides account for 7%.

◦ Arctic routes environment is very fragile to
withstand any of those.
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prevention of pollution
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The Part mentions in regulation 4 some
guidance about ballast management and
anti-fouling, yet it is really important to
regulate such requirements under the
compulsory part of the Code.
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Ballast is important for stability, stresses control and
better steering.
In contrast, ballast water may be a threat to the
environment, it introduces and spreads Invasive
Aquatic Species.
Ballasting/de-ballasting should be monitored on
board polar ship, however, the convention is not yet
entered into force.
◦ e.g. USA and Canada.

}

Many ballast management technologies are available
in the market and many of them were discussed in
the IMO’s MEPC meetings, some of which could be
approved for application on polar ship after
assessment.
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Anti-fouling:
Fouling are marine organisms that attach to a
ship’s hull, resulted in:
◦ More friction within underwater area,
◦ More fuel consumption
◦ More exhaust gas emissions.

}

Under water areas need a special coating:

}

The TBT was banned on board ships:

◦ prevent rust and corrosion
◦ prevent fouling.

◦ responsible for the development of male sex
characteristics in female marine snails.
◦ It affects the immune system of some marine organisms.
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Anti-fouling convention entered into force on
17 September 2008
◦ Requiring alternatives for TBT anti-fouling,
including copper based coatings and silicon based
paints to ensure that the ship’s paints does not
harm the marine environment.

}

A polar ship in direct ice contact would most
probably lose underwater paint that carries
an economic value and environmental threat.
◦ Therefore, a polar ship must apply the TBT free
paint.
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There are promising and current shipping traffic
and commercial investments in the region.
IMO has made good efforts by initiating a Polar
Code, however:
◦ additional review efforts should be done before January
2017, entry into force of the Code.
 Polar Code GMDSS, LSA, STCW

◦ Arctic Circle should properly be defined in the Code,
SOLAS and MARPOL conventions.
◦ Ballast management, Anti-fouling conventions should be
applied compulsory on polar ships.
◦ There will be a need to take precautionary environmental
protection measures for the whole Arctic Circle not only
for the Arctic Routes e.g. special areas under MARPOL.
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